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Let the Sausage-Making Begin

• Washington-Induced Volatility?
• Expect the volume/noise out of Washington regarding the $3.5 trillion 

fiscal plan to rise, potentially causing volatility for markets

• The Beneath-the-Surface Impact
• For investors, the more notable impacts of a fiscal deal are likely to be 1) 

within certain sectors/industries; 2) a capital gains tax hike
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Washington-Induced Volatility?

• A Busy (and Potentially Volatile) Fall. The House of Representative’s recent passage of
the $3.5 trillion budget resolution, along with Speaker Pelosi’s self-imposed end-of-
September deadline to vote on both deals, is setting up for an eventful September on
Capitol Hill. On top of that, Congress will also be busy trying to avoid a government shut
down and raise the debt ceiling. As a result, a confluence of outstanding priorities, large
dollar-sign figures and potential tax increases may lead to heightened market sensitivity
to policy developments in the short-term, particularly after a key House Ways and Means
committee deadline on September 15.

• The Bipartisan & Partisan Bill Combo. The Biden administration is attempting a unique
political feat – passing a bipartisan infrastructure bill and an additional partisan spending
bill at roughly the same time for one of the largest spending totals in U.S. history.
Opposition exists on both sides, with GOP and Democratic members in swing states
seemingly unwilling to vote for the largest figures, while some Democratic members of
both the House and Senate have noted opposition to voting for anything that falls short.

• Get Ready for the Noise. Information around the two bills leaves a lot of room for
interpretation and spin. Legislators and commentators will likely selectively quote $3.5
trillion (the total gross spending) or $1.7 trillion (net of tax and other offsets), depending
on the point they want to make. The time frame of implementation should also be a key
consideration. Investors should keep their eyes on the per-year spending, net of offsets,
to better benchmark the economic and budget impacts.

Expect the volume/noise out of Washington regarding the $3.5 
trillion fiscal plan to rise, potentially causing volatility for markets

Key Dates on Washington’s Fiscal Calendar Highlight a Busy Fall
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The Beneath-the-Surface Impact

• The Big Picture Impact. As the bipartisan and reconciliation spending bills continue to
make their way through Washington D.C., investors will gain more clarity into prospective
tax hikes and spending initiatives. The likely middle ground that should ultimately be
reachable should be a combined package of about $2.5 trillion in spending, including
the $750 billion infrastructure spend and probably $1.5 trillion in offsets, primarily from tax
increases. Tax offsets combined with spreading the spending over a longer timespan
should make the impact far less stimulative than previous COVID-related bills

• Targeting Certain Sectors? While many of the specifics are not yet set in stone, the
direction of spending and tax initiatives may have larger impacts on some
sectors/industries than others. Broadly speaking, large multinational corporations,
including many large growth-oriented technology companies, may bear the brunt of
higher taxes. On the other hand, cyclical, value-oriented companies with a more
domestic focus may end up as relative beneficiaries. In particular, real estate investment
trusts (REITs) may largely avoid higher rates on global intangible low-tax income (GILTI).

• Beware the (Cap Gains) Tax Man. While not quite the proposed 39.6% tax rate originally
suggested, it is looking more likely that the top tax bracket for capital gains taxes rises to
28% from 20%. This appears to be rather targeted with it likely going into effect only for
those couples earning over $1 million per year, but this threshold could be lowered to as
low as $400 thousand. One wrinkle that seems most up in the air is the date at which this
rate becomes effective – expectations range from retroactive to 1/1/2022.

The more notable impacts of a fiscal deal are likely to be 1) 
within certain sectors/industries; 2) a capital gains tax hike

Capital Gains Tax Increase: Notable but Targeted

Long-Term Capital Gains & Dividend Tax Rates
(Married, Filing Jointly)

Current Likely Outcome

Income Rate Income Rate

$496,601 or More 20%
$1,000,000* or More 28%

$496,601 to $1,000,000 20%

$80,001 to $496,600 15% $80,001 to $496,600 15%

$0 to $80,000 0% $0 to $80,000 0%

Source: Glenmede, Cornerstone Macro, Strategas Data as of 9/9/2021
Data shows the tax brackets for long-term capital gains and qualified dividends, current and likely based on information from the sources listed. 
Actual implemented policy may differ materially from figures shown.
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